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We all have them.
A shoebox; a zip-lock bag; a biscuit tin; 
a drawer in an old dresser or sideboard. 
Sometimes it’s just a paper bag, crumpled 
and soft with the years, with letters and 
numbers scrawled in thick pencil also 
softening, blurring into questions. They 
always have something written on them: the 
name of a place, a spread of dates, maybe 
someone’s name.
I’m sitting in a small room in a timber house, 
the windows in front of me opening into 
green and rain and weatherboards. Behind 
me is the piano, and above it some shelves 
with sheet music and books. Higher up, there 
is a grey box labelled “memories”, two blue 
tins filled to bursting with photographs from 
my 60s childhood up to the point where we 
stopped using cameras with film in them, 
and an orange Nike shoebox called, helpfully, 
“photos”. There is the bottom half of a 
Converse box, an Australia Post box with 
“correspondence 78 – 2004”, and a blue 
plastic bag with old letters tied up with red 
ribbon. I’m too scared to undo the ribbon. 
We hold onto things for so many reasons. 
Often, there is a sense of ‘unfinishedness’ 
about them.  And as we engage with what 
Richard Ford calls “the leading edge” of 
our lives - the daily needs of living - these 
things are put aside, to be sorted later. But 
they have a stored energy, they are “in need 
of expression”(Ford 2006)  and when the 
time comes, we are compelled to address the 
value of our boxes of memories. 
We are, though, a little wary. We have a 
healthy disregard for nostalgia. As a dear 
friend of mine has it: “Nostalgia, Jean, is a 
dead-end street.” In this century, though, 
we are surrounded. Technology has created 
an “epidemic of nostalgia, an affective 
yearning for a community with a collective 
memory, a longing for continuity in a 
fragmented world.”(Boym 2001)  We’re 
also wary of being precious about it. What 
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shall we call this stuff? The stuff we keep, 
that we hold onto because we know it’s 
powerful? It’s not ‘ephemera’, or ‘artefacts’. 
This isn’t a museum or an archaeological dig. 
Madeleine had a box like this, under the bed. 
Probably with “Maggie” written on it. She 
protected it, which is often not easy. The 
drift of time erodes resolve, intentions lose 
focus and drop, spinning, into the forgotten 
dark.  When the box was cracked open onto 
Facebook, it was, in a way, the end of one 
process and the beginning of another. It 
became “the stone that starts an avalanche, 
the pebble whose concentric circles widen 
across the seas.”(Wolfe 1929)
And I was caught in the avalanche. 
I had spent some bits of time in Darlinghurst 
through the very early 80s, but I was still 
very ‘Brisbane’. We came down the highway, 
wired (and listening to Wire), for a bunch 
of reasons: to score, to see music, and to 
see friends. There was always something 
happening. Sedition at the Trade Union 
Club looms up among some very big nights. 
During the winter of ‘82 our band, Xero, 
headed south in search of indifference, and 
were amply rewarded. We came to play 
games with the diaspora of Brisbanites: 
Gary Warner, Stacey and Hoey, No-V-Bleet, 
Johnny Burnaway and lots more. Everyone 
lived in Darlinghurst or Surry Hills. Our 
favourite game was fireworks, an illicit 
interstate delight. And there was always 
someone with a camera.
Maggie’s photographs on Madeleine’s 
Facebook page were mesmerising, strangely 
familiar, like the smell of spent catherine-
wheels drifting across Devonshire Street. 
As though I’d been there, just off the edge 
of the frame, peering in, stealing smokes. 
Of course, I knew some of these faces, 
and some I came to know after moving 
down in 1984, but the visual triggers in 
the photos weren’t only these pale people. 
There were street corners and graffiti, 
loungerooms, posters and LP covers. The 
endless black of the clothes. When people 
started commenting online, there was 
much discussion around these things. Who 
designed those posters? Who lived in the 
Compound? What happened in the house 
next door? The stories and questions and 
admissions were incredible to read. I had 
been researching a similar scene here in 
Brisbane, and the personal, real, emotional 
conversations that I was chasing, suddenly 
appeared online via Maggie’s pictures. 
People were finding themselves in contact 
after decades and it was a joyous discovery. 
The comments tumbled into a story, 
probably the best history of those people in 
that time and place, which could exist. The 
photographs invoke the people, the places, 
the moment in time, but the comments give 
them flesh and feeling, remake the time 
alive with voices and laughter, the sorrow 
of loss and missed opportunity. These 
stories are now bound to the photographs, 
the Darlinghurst that we remember has 
been rebuilt and reborn, it is as clear as 
day. The smell of flagon wine, coloured 
cigarettes, wet traffic and the night; the 
flash of recognition: any skinny black 
shape jaywalking in the distance; the rare, 
breathless moments when the city goes 
quiet; and the relentless midnight energy of 
the young. Energy that comes whistling up 
from the past, out of a box of photographs, 
shoots past in a spray of sparks and smoke, 
and lights up this Woolloomooloo night.
Now, go and listen to Richard Hawley’s 
“Tonight, The Streets Are Ours.” 
John Willsteed, Brisbane, February 13, 2012. 
55 years old today.
The title is lifted from Dorothy Hewett’s 
poem “Darlinghurst Nights” from Halfway Up 
The Mountain, 2001
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